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Figure 1. Sound-to-image generation. We propose a model that synthesizes images of natural scenes from the sound. Our model is trained
solely from paired audio-visual data, without labels or language supervision. Our model’s predictions can be controlled by applying simple
manipulations to the input waveforms (left), such as by mixing two sounds together or by adjusting the volume. We can also control our
model’s outputs in latent space, such as by interpolating in directions specified by sound (right).

Abstract

How does audio describe the world around us? In this pa-
per, we propose a method for generating an image of a scene
from sound. Our method addresses the challenges of dealing
with the large gaps that often exist between sight and sound.
We design a model that works by scheduling the learning pro-
cedure of each model component to associate audio-visual
modalities despite their information gaps. The key idea is to
enrich the audio features with visual information by learn-
ing to align audio to visual latent space. We translate the
input audio to visual features, then use a pre-trained genera-
tor to produce an image. To further improve the quality of
our generated images, we use sound source localization to
select the audio-visual pairs that have strong cross-modal
correlations. We obtain substantially better results on the
VEGAS and VGGSound datasets than prior approaches. We
also show that we can control our model’s predictions by
applying simple manipulations to the input waveform, or to
the latent space.

1. Introduction

Humans have the remarkable ability to associate sounds
with visual scenes, such as how chirping birds and rustling
branches bring to mind a lush forest, and the flowing water
conjures the image of a river. These cross-modal associations
convey important information, such as the distance and size
of sound sources, and the presence of out-of-sight objects.

An emerging line of work has sought to create multi-
modal learning systems that have these cross-modal pre-
diction capabilities, by synthesizing visual imagery from
sound [15, 20, 26, 36, 37, 63, 69]. However, these existing
methods come with significant limitations, such as being
limited to simple datasets in which images and sounds are
closely correlated [63, 69], relying on vision-and-language
supervision [36], and being capable only of manipulating
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the style of existing images [37] but not synthesis.
Addressing these limitations requires handling several

challenges. First, there is a significant modality gap between
sight and sound, as sound often lacks information that is
important for image synthesis, e.g., the shape, color, or spa-
tial location of on-screen objects. Second, the correlation
between modalities is often incongruent, e.g., highly contin-
gent or off-sync on timing. Cows, for example, only rarely
moo, so associating images of cows with “moo” sounds re-
quires capturing training examples with the rare moments
when on-screen cows vocalize.

In this work, we propose Sound2Scene, a sound-to-image
generative model and training procedure that addresses these
limitations, and which can be trained solely from unlabeled
videos. First, given an image encoder pre-trained in a self-
supervised way, we train a conditional generative adversarial
network [11] to generate images from the visual features
of the image encoder. We then train an audio encoder to
translate an input sound to its corresponding visual feature,
by aligning the audio to the visual space. Afterwards, we
can generate diverse images from sound by translating from
audio to visual embeddings and synthesizing an image. Since
our model must be capable of learning from challenging in-
the-wild videos, we use sound source localization to select
moments in time that have strong cross-modal associations.

We evaluate our model on VEGAS [73] and VG-
GSound [14], as shown in Fig. 1. Our model can synthesize
a wide variety of different scenes from sound in high quality,
outperforming the prior arts. It also provides an intuitive way
to control the image generation process by applying manipu-
lations at both the input and latent space levels, such as by
mixing multiple audios together or adjusting the loudness.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
• Proposing a new sound-to-image generation method that

can generate visually rich images from in-the-wild audio
in a self-supervised way.

• Generating high-quality images from the unrestricted di-
verse categories of input sounds for the first time.

• Demonstrating that the samples generated by our model
can be controlled by intuitive manipulations in the wave-
form space in addition to latent space.

• Showing the effectiveness of training sound-to-image gen-
eration using highly correlated audio-visual pairs.

2. Related Work

Audio-visual generation. The audio-visual cross-modal
generation field is explored in two directions: vision-to-
sound and sound-to-vision generation. The vision-to-sound
task has been actively researched in instrument/music [15,26,
65] and open-domain generic audio generation [16,33,46,73]
perspectives. In the opposite direction, early work on sound-
to-image investigated only restricted and specialized audio

domains, such as instruments [12, 15, 26, 42], birds [63] or
speech [43]. Later, Wan et al. [69] and Fanzeres et al. [20]
attempt to alleviate the restrictions on the data domain and
generate images by conditioning on sounds from nine cate-
gories of SoundNet [8] and five categories of VEGAS [73],
respectively. Although we have a similar goal of generating
images from unrestricted sounds, our approach is capable of
handling much more diverse audio-visual generation prob-
lems. For example, it is capable of generating images from
sounds that come from a variety of categories in the VG-
GSound [14] and the VEGAS dataset. Unlike the low-quality
results of the previous methods, our model generates visually
plausible images that are related to the given audio.
Audio-driven image manipulation. Instead of directly gen-
erating images from audio, a recent line of work has pro-
posed to edit existing images using sound-based input. Lee et
al. [36] used the text-based image manipulation model [51]
and extend its embedding space to that of audio-visual modal-
ity with the text modality. Similarly, Li et al. [37] used con-
ditional generative adversarial networks (GANs) [24] to edit
the visual style of an image to match a sound, and showed
that the manipulations could be controlled by adjusting a
sound’s volume or by mixing together multiple sounds. Our
work differs from them in two ways. First, our model is capa-
ble of generating images conditioned on sound, rather than
only editing them. Second, unlike Lee et al., we do not re-
quire a text-based visual-language embedding space. Instead,
our model is trained entirely on unlabeled audio-visual pairs.
Cross-modal generation. Learning to translate one modal-
ity to another, i.e., cross-modal generation, is an interesting
yet open research problem. Various tasks have been tack-
led in diverse domains, such as text-to-image/video [19, 30,
51, 55, 56, 64, 68], speech-to-face/gesture [23, 43], scene
graph/layout-to-image [34, 72], image/audio-to-caption [4,
35, 39], etc. For bridging the heterogeneous modalities in
cross-modal generations, several works [43, 53] leverage ex-
isting pre-trained models or extend pre-trained CLIP [54]
embedding space anchored with text-visual modality to suit
their purpose [36, 51, 55, 71]. In this trend, we tackle the
task of generating images from sound by leveraging freely
acquired audio-visual signals from the video.
Audio-visual learning. The natural co-occurrence of audio-
visual cues is often leveraged as a self-supervision signal
to learn the associations between two modalities and assist
each other for learning better representations. The learned
representations in such a way are exploited for diverse appli-
cations including, cross-modal retrieval [7, 48], video recog-
nition [17,41], and sound source localization [13,50,60–62].
A line of work for constructing an audio-visual embedding
space is to jointly train two different neural networks for
each modality by judging if the frame and audio correspond
to each other [6, 45]. Recent works use clustering [5, 31] or
contrastive learning [3, 40, 41] for better learning of the joint
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Figure 2. Sound2Scene framework. The frame selection method selects the highly correlated frame-audio segment from a video for training.
Then, we train Sound2Scene to produce an audio feature that aligns with the visual feature extracted from the pre-trained image encoder. In
the inference stage, the extracted audio feature from input audio is fed to the image generator to produce an image.

audio-visual embedding space. While the above-mentioned
approaches learn the audio-visual representations jointly
from scratch, another line of work creates a joint embed-
ding space by exploiting existing knowledge from the expert
models. The knowledge can be transferred from the audio
to visual representation [47], visual representation to au-
dio [8,21], or distilled from both audio-visual representations
to that of video [17]. Our work takes the latter line, assum-
ing a visual expert model exists. We use the image feature
extractor to distill rich visual information from large-scale
internet videos to the audio modality.

3. Method

The goal of our work is to learn to translate sounds into
visual scenes. Most of the existing methods [15, 20, 26, 69]
train GANs to directly generate images from the raw sound
or sound features. However, the aforementioned challenges
and the large variability of visual scenes make the task of
directly predicting images from sound challenging.

In contrast to prior approaches, we sidestep these chal-
lenges by breaking down the task into sub-problems. Our
proposed Sound2Scene pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 2. It
is composed of three parts: an audio encoder, an image en-
coder, and an image generator. First, we pre-train a powerful
image encoder and a generator conditioned by the encoder,
separately with a large image dataset alone. Since there is
a natural correspondence between sound and visual infor-
mation, we exploit this natural alignment and transfer the
discriminative and expressive visual information from the
image encoder into audio representation. In this way, we con-
struct a joint audio-visual embedding space that is trained
in a self-supervised manner using only in-the-wild videos.
Later, the audio representation from this aligned embedding
space is fed into the image generator to produce images
corresponding to the input sound.

3.1. Learning the Sound2Scene Model

Using the audio-visual data pairs D = {Vi, Ai}Ni=1,
where Vi is a video frame, and Ai is audio, our objective is to
learn the audio encoder to extract informative audio features
zA that are aligned well with anchored visual features zV.
Specifically, given the unlabeled data pairs D, the audio en-
coder fA(·), and the image encoder fV (·), we extract audio
features zA=fA(A) and visual features zV=fV (V ), where
zV, zA ∈ R2048. Since we exploit the well pre-trained im-
age encoder fV (·), the visual feature zV serves as the self-
supervision signal for the audio encoder to predict the infor-
mative feature zA in the way of feature-based knowledge
distillation [25,29]. These aligned features across modalities
construct the shared audio-visual embedding space on which
the image generator G(·) is separately trained compatibly.

To align the embedding spaces defined by the heteroge-
neous modalities, a metric learning approach can be used.
Representations are aligned if they are close to each other
under some distance metric. A simple approach to align
the features of zA and zV is to minimize the L2 distance,
∥zV − zA∥2. However, we discover that solely using L2

loss can only teach the relationship between two different
modalities within the pair without considering the other un-
paired samples. This results in unstable training and leads
to poor image quality. Therefore, we use InfoNCE [44]
as a specific type of contrastive learning, which has been
successfully applied to audio-visual representation learn-
ings [2, 13, 17, 36, 59, 70]:

InfoNCE(aj , {b}Nk=1) = − log
exp(−d(aj ,bj))∑N

k=1 exp(−d(aj ,bk))
, (1)

where a and b denotes arbitrary vectors with the same dimen-
sion, and d(a,b) = ∥a− b∥2. With this loss, we maximize
the feature similarity between an image and its true audio
segment (positive) while minimizing the similarity with the
randomly selected unrelated audios (negatives). Given the
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Figure 3. Examples of selected top-1 frame vs. mid-frame.

j-th visual and audio feature pair, we first define our audio
feature-centric loss as LA

j = InfoNCE(ẑAj , {ẑV}), where
ẑA and ẑV are representations with unit-norm. To make our
objective symmetric, we compute the visual feature-centric
loss term as LV

j = InfoNCE(ẑVj , {ẑA}). Then, our final
learning objective is to minimize the sum of each loss term
for all the audio and visual pairs in the mini-batch B:

Ltotal =
1
2B

∑B
j=1

(
LA
j + LV

j

)
. (2)

After training the audio encoder with Eq. (2), our model
learns visually enriched audio features that are aligned with
the visual features. Thus, we can directly feed the learned
audio feature zA with noise vector zN ∼ N (0, I) to the
frozen image generator as G(zN, zA) to generate a visual
scene at the inference stage.

3.2. Architecture

All the following modules are separately trained accord-
ing to the proposed steps.
Image encoder fV (·). We use ResNet-50 [27]. To cope
with general visual contents, we train the image encoder in a
self-supervised way [10] with ImageNet [18] without labels.
Image generator G(·). We use the BigGAN [9] architec-
ture to deal with high-quality generation and a large variabil-
ity of scene contents. To make the BigGAN a conditional
generator, we follow the modification of the input condition
structure of ICGAN [11]. We train the generator to gener-
ate photo-realistic 128 × 128 resolution images from the
conditional visual embeddings zV obtained from the image
encoder. To train the generator, we use ImageNet without
labels in a self-supervised way. While training the image
generator, the image encoder is pre-trained and fixed.
Audio encoder fA(·). We use ResNet-18, which takes the
audio spectrogram as input. After the last convolutional layer,
adaptive average pooling aggregates temporal-frequency in-
formation into a single vector. The pooled feature is fed into
a single linear layer to obtain an audio embedding zA. The
audio network is trained on either VGGSound or VEGAS
with the loss in Eq. (2) according to target benchmarks.

3.3. Audio-Visual Pair Selection Module

Learning the relationship between the images and sounds
accurately requires highly correlated data pairs of two modal-
ities. Knowing which frame/segment in the video is infor-
mative for audio-visual correspondence is not an easy task.

One straightforward way to collect data pairs for training,
D, is to extract a mid-frame of the video with the corre-
sponding audio segment [13, 36]. However, the mid-frame
cannot guarantee to contain informative corresponding audio-
visual signals [62]. To this end, we leverage a pre-trained
sound source localization model [62] and extract highly
correlated audio and visual pairs. The backbone networks
of [62] enable us to have fine-grained temporal time steps of
audio-visual features, qA and qV, respectively. Correlation
scores are computed by Cav[t] = qV

t · qA
t at each time step.

After computing the correlation scores, Cav are sorted by
top-k(Cav[t]). With this correlated pair selection method,
we annotate top-1 moment frames for each video in the
training splits and use them for training. Fig. 3 shows the
comparison between selected frames and mid-frames. Even
though frames are selected automatically, they contain the
corresponding distinctive objects to the audio accurately.

4. Experiments

We validate our proposed sound-to-image generation
method with experiments on VGGSound [14] and VE-
GAS [73]. First, we visualize samples of generated images
on diverse categories of sounds. Then, we quantitatively ex-
amine the generation quality, diversity, and correspondence
between the audio and generated images. Note that we do
not use any class information during training and inference.

4.1. Experiment Setup

Datasets. We train and test our method on VGGSound [14]
and VEGAS [73]. VGGSound is an audio-visual dataset
containing around 200K videos. We select 50 classes among
this dataset and follow the train and test splits provided.
VEGAS contains about 2.8K videos with 10 classes. For the
data statistic balance, we select 800 videos for training and
50 videos for testing per class. Test splits in both datasets are
used for the following qualitative and quantitative analysis.
Evaluation metrics. We demonstrate the objective and sub-
jective metrics to evaluate our method quantitatively.

• CLIP [54] retrieval : Inspired by the CLIP R-Precision
metric [49], we quantify the generated images by measur-
ing image-to-text retrieval performance with recall at K
(R@K). We feed the generated images and the texts from
the name of the audio category to CLIP. Then, we measure
the similarities between the image and text features and
rank the candidate text descriptions for the query image.

• Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [28] and Inception
Score (IS) [58] : FID measures the Fréchet distance be-
tween the features obtained from real and synthesized
images using a pre-trained Inception-V3 [66]. This same
model can also be used for measuring inception score (IS),
which computes the KL-divergence between the condi-
tional class distribution and the marginal class distribution.
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Figure 4. Qualitative results by feeding single waveform from
VGGSound test set. Sound2Scene generates diverse images in a
wide variety of categories from generic sounds as input.

• Human evaluations : We recruit 70 participants to analyze
the performance of our method from a human perception
perspective. We first compare our method with the image-
only model [11] and then evaluate whether our model
generates proper images corresponding to input sound.
More details can be found in Sec. 4.3.

Implementation details. The input of the audio encoder
is 1004×257-dimensional log-spectrogram converted from
10 seconds of audio. The extracted frame from the video is
resized to 224×224 and fed as an input of the image encoder.
We train our model on a single GeForce RTX 3090 for 50
epochs with early stopping. We use the Adam optimizer and
set the batch size to 64, the learning rate to 10−3, and the
weight decay to 10−5.

4.2. Qualitative Results

Sound2Scene generates visually plausible images compat-
ible with a single input waveform, as shown in Fig.1 and 4. It
is not limited to a handful number of categories but handles
diverse categories, from animals, and vehicles, to sceneries,
etc. We highlight that the proposed model can even distin-
guish subtle differences in similar sound categories, such as
“engine” (Fig. 4 col. 1-2) and “water” (Fig. 4 col. 3) related
sounds, and produces accurate and distinct images. See the
supplement for more results.

4.3. Quantitative Analysis

Comparison with other methods. We compare our model
with the prior arts of which codes are publicly available,

(A)

(B)

(C)

Water Flowing Baby Cry Dog FireworksRail Transport

Method VEGAS (5 classes)

R@1 FID (↓) IS (↑)

(A) Pedersoli et al. [52] 23.10 118.68 1.19
(B) S2I [20] 39.19 114.84 1.45
(C) Ours 77.58 34.68 4.01

Figure 5. Comparison to the baseline [52] and existing sound-
to-image method [20]. Our method outperforms the others both
qualitatively and quantitatively in the VEGAS dataset.

S2I2 [20] and Pedersoli3 et al. [52]. Note that Pedersoli et al.
is not targeted for sound-to-image but uses VQVAE-based
model [67] for sound-to-depth or segmentation generations.
Though our model can handle more diverse categories of
in-the-wild audio, we follow the training setup as in S2I by
training our model and Pedersoli et al. with five categories
in VEGAS for a fair comparison. As shown in Table 5, our
model outperforms all the other methods. Additionally, it
generates visually plausible images, while previous meth-
ods fail to generate recognizable images. We postulate that
learning visually enriched audio embeddings combined with
a powerful image generator leads to superior results.4

Comparison with strong baselines. We further compare
our proposed method with closely-related baselines in Ta-
ble 1 (a). First, we compare with an image-to-image gener-
ation model identical to ICGAN [11] (A). Our model (B)
shares the same image generator with (A), but differs in the
encoder type and the input modality. As shown, (B) outper-
forms or gives comparable results to (A) in all metrics. We
presume that the noisy characteristic of the video datasets
causes (A) to fail to extract a good visual feature for image
generation, while audio is relatively robust and less sensitive
to those limitations, resulting in generating plausible images.
We also compare our model (B) with a retrieval system (C)
that can be regarded as a strong baseline. Given an input au-
dio embedding, the retrieval system finds the closest image
from the database. (C) shares the same audio encoder with
(B), but the image generator G is replaced with the same

2https://github.com/leofanzeres/s2i
3https://github.com/ubc-vision/audio_manifold
4More qualitative comparisons can be found in the supp. material.
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Method Encoder
(V /A)

Generator
(G/R)

VGGSound (50 classes) VEGAS

R@1 R@5 FID (↓) IS (↑) R@1 R@5

(A) ICGAN [11] V G 30.06 62.59 16.11 12.61 46.60 82.48
(B) Ours A G 40.71 77.36 17.97 19.46 57.44 84.08

(C) Retrieval A R 51.28 80.37 - - 67.20 85.00
(D) Upper bound - - 57.82 85.79 - - 73.60 88.2

(a) Comparison to baselines (b) User study

Table 1. Quantitative evaluations. We compare our method with different baselines (different settings for the encoder and the generator) on
CLIP retrieval (R@k), FID, and IS in (a). For user study, we first compare our method with ICGAN by measuring recall probability between
generated images of ICGAN and our method from the same audio-visual pair. Second, we validate our method’s output for the given audio.
Results are in (b) respectively. Abbr. V : image encoder, A: audio encoder, G: image generator, R: retrieval system.

Loss F Duration VGGSound (50 classes)

R@1 R@5 FID (↓) IS (↑)

(A) L2 ✓ 10 sec. 18.21 46.69 24.05 9.97
(B) Lnce ✓ 10 sec. 31.63 66.04 27.05 12.92
(C) Ltotal 10 sec. 37.20 73.13 21.20 17.51

(D)
Ltotal ✓

1 sec. 35.85 72.02 19.05 17.87
(E) 5 sec. 38.24 75.76 20.43 18.81

(F) Ltotal ✓ 10 sec. 40.71 77.36 17.97 19.46

Table 2. Ablation studies of our proposed method. We compare
the different configurations of our method by changing the loss
functions, frame selection method, and duration of the audio. F
denotes the frame selection method.

memory-sized database of the images from the training data.
(D) is an upper bound in which the extracted video frames
are directly used for the evaluations. The performance gap
between (C) and (D) is dramatically lower than that of (B)
and (D), which justifies that our audio encoder properly
maps the input audio to the joint embedding space. (C) out-
performs (B) on R@1 for both datasets, while (B) performs
comparably to (C) in R@5. Though the image generators
have room to improve, these results show that our method
can reach to the proximity of the strong baseline.

User study. We summarize the user study in Table 1 (b)
with two experiments: (i) comparison to ICGAN and (ii)
validation of the proper image generation for given audio.
Each experiment has 20 questions. In (i), audio and five
images are given to the participants. Among the five, two
are generated by ours and ICGAN, respectively, and the rest
are randomly generated from either method. Participants
choose all the images that illustrate the given sound, and we
check the preference by comparing the recall probability of
ICGAN and ours. In (ii), audio and four images are provided
to the participants. All four images are generated by ours,
but only one is from the given sound. Participants choose
only one image that best illustrates the given sound. As in (i),
our model is more preferred. Moreover, (ii) shows that the
precision of our method is 83.8%, which supports our model
generating highly-correlated images to the given sounds.

Ablation studies. We conduct a series of experiments in
order to verify our design choices in Table 2. We compare
the performance of applying different distillation losses: a
simple L2 loss between the image and audio feature, and In-
foNCE loss [44] with a cosine similarity measurement, Lnce,
rather than using L2 distance as in Eq. (2). As the results of
(A), (B), and (F) reveal, our loss choice (F) leads to produc-
ing more diverse and higher quality results. We also observe
that the frame selection method, discussed in Sec. 3.3, brings
extra performance improvement; see the performance dif-
ference between (C) and (F). Finally, we test the effect of
audio duration. We train models with 1, 5, and 10 seconds
of sounds with other experimental settings being fixed. By
comparing (D), (E), and (F), we observe that feeding longer
sounds consistently improves performance. We presume that
the longer audios capture more descriptive audio semantics,
while shorter ones are vulnerable to missing them.

5. Controllability of Sound2Scene
Our model learns the natural correspondence between

audio and visual signals via aligned audio-visual embedding
space. Thus, intuitively, we ask if manipulations on input can
result in corresponding changes in the generated images. We
observe that even without an explicit objective, our model al-
lows controllable outputs by applying simple manipulations
on inputs in the waveform space or learned latent space. This
opens up interesting experiments that we explore below.

5.1. Waveform Manipulation for Image Generation

Changing the volume. Humans can roughly predict the dis-
tance or the size of an instance by the volume of the sound.
To check if our model can also understand the volume differ-
ences, we reduce and increase the volume of the reference
audio. Each audio with a different volume is fed into our
model with the same noise vector. As shown in Fig. 6, the
instances in the synthesized images get larger as the vol-
umes increase. Interestingly, the volume changes in “Water
Flowing” illustrate the different flows of water, while “Rail
Transport” shows a train approaching in the scene. These
results highlight that our model has not only class-specific
understanding but also the relation between the volume of
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Volcano Explosion Water Flowing

Airplane Flyby Rail Transport

Figure 6. Generated images by changing the volumes of the
input audio in the waveform space. As the volume increases, the
objects of the sound source become larger or more dynamic.

Train
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Train
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+
Hail

Bird
Singing
+

Skiing

Bird
Singing
+
Hail

Figure 7. Generated images by mixing two different audios in
the waveform space.

the audio and visual changes. We assume that the supervi-
sion from the visual modality enables our model to capture
such strong and expressive audio-visual relationships.
Mixing waveforms. We investigate if our model can capture
the existence of multiple sounds in the generated images.
To this end, we mix two waveforms into a single one and
feed it to our model. As shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 7, our
model synthesizes images by reflecting those multiple audio
semantics. For example, the railroad or a bird pops up across
the snowy scene when mixing with the “Skiing” sound, and
the train and bird appear in the misty scene when mixing
with the “Hail” sound. Also, as in Fig. 1, mixing the “Dog
Barking” and “Water Flowing” sounds outputs a scene with
a dog playing in the water. Sensing multiple separate sounds
from a single mixed audio input [32], i.e., audio source
separation [22], and generating their visual appearance in
the proper context is not trivial. However, our results show
that the proposed model can handle this to a certain extent.
Mixing waveforms and changing the volume. Here, we
manipulate the input waveform by combining the multiple
waveforms and changing their volumes at the same time. In
Fig. 8, we mix the “Wind” sound with each of the “Bird” and
“Dog” sound with volume changes. As the “Wind” sound
gets larger while the “Bird” sound decreases, the bird gets
smaller and is finally covered with the bushes. In the same
experiment setting, a close-up shot of the dog indoors starts
zooming out and gets a wide shot in the outdoor environment.
These results show that our model can capture subtle changes
in the audio and reflect them to generate images.

Wind
(Top) Bird / (Bottom) Dog

Figure 8. Generated images by mixing multiple audios with
volume changes in the waveform space. We observe that
Sound2Scene mimics the camera movement by placing the ob-
ject further as the wind sound gets larger.

Elk Bugling

Marching

(a) Inputs (b) Generated images

Figure 9. Generated images conditioned on image and audio.
We interpolate between a given visual feature and an audio feature
in the latent space. This interpolated feature is then fed to the image
generator to get a novel image.

5.2. Latent Manipulation for Image Generation

As we construct an aligned audio-visual embedding space,
our model can also take an image and audio together as input
and generate images. We introduce two different approaches
(Fig. 1) for audio-visual conditioned image generation where
both use the features of the inputs in the latent space.
Image and audio conditioned image generation. Given
an image and audio, we extract a visual feature zV and an
audio feature zA. Then, we interpolate two different features
in the latent space and obtain a novel feature: znew = λzV+
(1 − λ)zA, where λ differs throughout the examples. This
feature is fed to the image generator for generating an image.
As shown in Fig. 9, this simple approach can produce an
image by putting the sound context into the scene, such as
a marching sound bringing parade-looking people or a loud
elk sound making an elk appears in a snowy scene.

We further use this approach to compare our method with
the recent sound-guided image manipulation approach5 [36]
in Fig. 10. Note that this task is not targeted explicitly by
our model but appears as a natural outcome of our design.

5https : / / github . com / kuai - lab / sound - guided -
semantic-image-manipulation
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Given image

Method Target task

[36] Sound-guided image manipulation
Ours Sound-to-image generation

Explosion Cheering

Hail Tractor

[36] Ours [36] Ours

Figure 10. Qualitative comparison of our method and Lee et
al. [36]. Lee et al. fail to insert an object while maintaining the
contents of the given image. Our method, by contrast, successfully
inserts objects that sound in the scene by generating a new image.
Note that both works target different tasks.

While Lee et al. [36] preserves the overall content of the
given image, it fails to insert an object corresponding to the
sound. In contrast, our method creates an image (nearly the
same as the given one) by conditioning on both modalities,
for example, inserting an explosion and tractor in the scene
or making the ocean view look cloudy due to the hail.
Image editing with paired sound. We approach sound-
guided image editing from a different perspective by ma-
nipulating the inputs in the latent space. By using GAN
inversion [1, 57], we extract a visual feature zVinv and corre-
sponding noise vector zNinv for the given image. Additionally,
we change the volume of the corresponding audio and extract
two different audio features, zA1 and zA2 , respectively. We
move the visual feature toward the direction of the difference
between the two audio features and obtain a novel feature:
znew = zVinv + λ(zA1 − zA2 ), i.e., manipulating the visual
feature with the audio guidance. By using this new feature
with image generator, G(zNinv, z

new), the original image is
edited. As shown in Fig. 11, by simply changing the volume
– moving through the latent space – we can change the flow
of the waterfall or make the ocean wave stronger or calmer.

6. Discussion

Figure 12. Generalization to
unseen classes.

Generalization. We show
generalization of the model to
some extent in two settings:
1) Generating images from un-
seen categories that are seman-
tically similar to the training
set as sound often carries over-
lapping information (Fig. 12).
2) Compositionality (dog barking+water flowing in Fig. 1).
However, our method may not be generalized for every un-
seen category as similar limitation is also common in other

Given image

Figure 11. Image editing by volume changes in latent space. We
extract an image feature and noise vector by GAN inversion, and
two audio features with different volumes. Then, we move the
image feature in the direction of the audio feature differences.

Cow Lowing + Sheep Bleating Orchestra Baby Crying
(a) Mixing objects (b) Incomplete human forms

Figure 13. Examples of failure results. In cases where both source
audio specify certain objects, our model mixes two objects into one
(a). Our model also tends to produce incomplete human forms (b).

X-to-Vision tasks.
Failure cases. Although our method shows favorable results
for given audios, single or mixture, there are some failure
cases we have observed. The first phenomenon is that our
model often generates images with a single or a blended ob-
ject unintentionally when the audios used in the mixture spec-
ify two distinct but similar-sounding objects (see examples
in Fig. 13 (a)). Another one we have observed is that the qual-
ity of the outputs is lower in human-related categories (see
examples in Fig. 13 (b)). This phenomenon is shared across
typical GAN-based generative models, e.g., [38], when train-
ing the generator with generic object dataset, i.e., ImageNet.
Conclusion. In this paper, we propose Sound2Scene, a
model for generating images that are relevant to the given au-
dio. This task inherently has challenges: a significant modal-
ity gap between audio and visual signals, such that audio
lacks visual information, and audio-visual pairs are not al-
ways correspondent. Existing approaches have limitations
due to these difficulties. We show that our proposed method
overcomes these challenges in that it can successfully en-
rich the audio features with visual knowledge, selects audio-
visually correlated pairs for learning, and generates rich
images with various characteristics. Furthermore, we demon-
strate our model allows controllability in inputs to get more
creative results, unlike the prior arts. We would like to note
that our proposed learning approach and the audio-visual
pair selection method are independent of the specific design
choice of the model. We hope that our work encourages
further research on multi-modal image generation.
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